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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

(12:01 p.m.)2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  If we could go on the3

record, please.  4

Good afternoon, everyone.  This is Judge5

Bollwerk from Rockville, Maryland.  We're going to6

have a prehearing conference this morning in the7

Marsland in situ recovery proceeding.8

Judges Hirons and Wardwell are9

participating.  Judge Hirons from New Mexico; Judge10

Wardwell from upstate New York. 11

Also in the room with me are a few law12

clerks, Sarah Ladin, Joe McManus, and Taylor Mayhall.13

Let's go ahead and -- around and have the14

parties identify themselves for the record.  Let's15

start with the NRC Staff, please.16

MS. SIMON:  Hello.  This is Marcia Simon17

for the NRC Staff, and also on the line are Emily18

Monteith and Rob Carpenter, my co-counsel.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you. 20

And for the Applicant, Crow Butte Resources?21

MR. SMITH:  Yes, sir.  This is Tyson Smith22

for Crow Butte, and also on the line, as you heard,23

are Walt Nelson, Robert Tienvolv, and Bob Lewis as24

well.25
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MR. PAVLICK:  Also, you have Doug Pavlick1

and Jim Shriver.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Could you spell those3

names for us, please?4

MR. PAVLICK:  Pavlick is spelled P-A-V as5

in Victor L-I-C-K.  Shriver, S-H-R-I-V-E-R.6

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And then7

for the Intervenor, Oglala Sioux Tribe, please?8

MR. BALLANCO:  Good morning, Your Honor. 9

This is Tom Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.10

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.11

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel here for the12

Oglala Sioux Tribe.13

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Good14

afternoon, Mr. Frankel.  I'm glad you could -- could15

join us.16

So the purpose of this prehearing17

conference today is basically to go over the --18

probably a final time, although if we need to have19

another one we certainly can -- but the events coming20

up at the of October, the beginning of November, in21

terms of the limited appearance session, the site22

visit, and the evidentiary hearing, as well as some of23

the administrative and procedural aspects of those24

different events, allow us to get some additional25
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information, and also for any of you that have1

questions or concerns or comments you need to make to2

talk about all of those things as well.3

As has been our process in the past,4

hopefully, as you speak on the phone, you will5

identify yourself before you start speaking, so it6

will make it easier for the Court Reporter.  7

And, obviously, Court Reporter, at the8

end, if you have any questions or concerns about9

spellings or anything else, you should -- we'll stay10

on the line so we can talk with you about that.11

So that being said, let's go ahead and12

move into the conference agenda.  And we did put out13

an order several days ago that talks about this to14

some degree, but I wanted to go ahead and follow up on15

that and get into a little more detail on certain16

things.17

Let's talk first about the limited18

appearance session, which is scheduled for19

October 28th, which is a Sunday, 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.,20

and that will be held in Chadron, Nebraska, at the21

junior college there.22

One thing I would need -- I would like to23

know from each of the parties is, do you have -- do24

you plan to have one or more individuals who will be25
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there as party representatives and will be present for1

identification on the record?  Let me -- let me start2

with the NRC Staff.3

MS. SIMON:  Hello, Judge Bollwerk.  This4

is Marcia Simon for the Staff.  The Staff anticipates5

having the environmental and safety project managers6

present at the limited appearance session, and also7

one or two staff attorneys.8

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Then, for9

the Applicant?10

MR. SMITH:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is11

Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.  I intend to be there, as12

well as one or more representatives of Crow Butte.  I13

anticipate we'll be there as well.14

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And then15

for the Intervenor?16

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor. 17

This is Tom Ballanco.  Both Mr. Frankel and I will be18

at the limited appearance statements, and we expect at19

least one or two officials from the Oglala Sioux20

Tribe.21

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Right.  Thank you very22

much.23

Now, again, I don't -- don't anticipate24

that those of you who will be acting as25
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representatives necessarily have to say anything after1

you identify yourselves.  But, again, I wanted to make2

sure that -- or to get a sense of who is going to be3

there and if each one of the parties are going to be4

represented.  So I appreciate the information.5

Let me just make a -- sort of talk about6

-- for a second about the protocol about party7

participation.  And the normal protocol for a limited8

appearance session is that this is an opportunity for9

non-parties to make a statement before the Board. 10

Having said that, in the case of the Oglala Sioux11

Tribe, which is a federally recognized Indian tribe,12

has many members. 13

And, for instance, we were in a proceeding14

with the -- the State of Nebraska was a party. 15

Obviously, the State of Nebraska has many citizens. 16

And I should mention we are having17

somebody -- a wireless call coming in here.  It keeps18

ringing on one of the phones in the office.  We19

haven't figured out a way to mute that, but we may --20

so if you hear a phone ringing periodically, just21

ignore it, and we will, too, hopefully.22

So back to my point.  And simply because23

the State of Nebraska was a party would not mean,24

obviously, that we would say anyone who is a citizen25
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of the State of Nebraska, you're represented by the1

State of Nebraska being there.  You can't make a2

statement.  That's not the case.  As an individual,3

they also have views, and we want to hear what those4

views are.5

Having said that, we also would not, if6

the State of Nebraska were a party, would not7

necessarily be accepting a statement from the Governor8

of Nebraska as the state's representative because the9

state is a party.  They have -- they are represented10

by counsel, and they have the opportunity to bring11

issues into the case under the NRC rules.12

So, again, I know -- I know with the tribe13

you have a number of members.  That is certainly14

acceptable.  My concern would be if someone were to15

stand up and say, "I represent the Oglala Sioux Tribe,16

and I want to make a statement."  17

And I hope that distinction is clear, but18

let's -- I'll open the floor for discussion here,19

starting with the Tribe, if there is any ambiguity20

about what I'm saying.21

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom22

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I think that's23

well understand and certainly a sensitivity that24

certainly OST officials understand and I expect tribal25
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members.  You will -- you will hear people speaking1

typically from their own perspective, and they will2

say that on the record.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  I4

appreciate that.5

And, again, I should say, this same thing6

would apply to Crow Butte.  Obviously, if the Chairman7

of the Board of Crow Butte or the President of Crow8

Butte got up and said, "I want to make a statement on9

behalf of Crow Butte," the same thing would apply. 10

But it tends to be a little bit less clear I think11

sometimes with Native American tribes and some -- some12

local governments.  13

But I think from what you said it does14

sound clear.  The distinction is clear in your mind,15

and hopefully that will -- the Tribe will understand16

that as well. 17

So anything either the Staff or the18

Applicant wants to say in that regard?  Staff?19

MS. SIMON:  This is Marcia Simon for the20

Staff.  We don't have any -- anything to contribute. 21

Thank you.22

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Thank you. 23

And the Applicant?24

MR. SMITH:  This is Tyson Smith for Crow25
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Butte.  No, Your Honor, we don't have anything to add. 1

That's understood.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Right.  Okey-doke.  I3

should mention that we have had several requests --4

I'm sorry.  Did someone want to speak?  Go ahead.5

Judge Hirons, you need to mute your phone.6

Okay.  Let's continue on.  We have four7

requests to make oral statements, and so I figure --8

I believe that's sufficient to go ahead and -- with9

the -- with the oral limited appearance session.10

We had indicated I guess in the original11

notice that if we didn't have enough requests by the12

middle of October we might cancel it.  I think that's13

not the case, given that we are now at the middle of 14

October, we have at least four requests.  We're going15

to go ahead with it.  This is enough for us to conduct16

the session.17

I would appreciate it, to the degree that18

you know of individuals that might want to make a19

statement, that we are still encouraging20

preregistration up through 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time on21

Friday, October 26th, which is the Friday just before22

the limited appearance session.23

The advantage of a preregistration is to24

give us a sense of who is going to be there.  Also, it25
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gives them a place in the queue as it were.  So the1

folks that are preregistered will be heard before the2

folks that simply show up that day and sign up on one3

of -- one of the signup forms that we will have.4

We will certainly make an effort within5

the two hours to get everybody that wants to speak. 6

But if someone has a preference to be heard first, it7

would be important for them to preregister because8

that puts them at the top of the queue, obviously.  So9

you might pass that word along.10

And I should mention as well that because11

we've had a time change with the hearing date -- I'm12

sorry, time change with the start of the hearing on13

the first day, and we're going to go ahead and put out14

a Federal Register -- an amended Federal Register15

Notice of Hearing about that, and we will mention this16

as well, that we are conduct the limited appearance17

session and encourage people to preregister.  So I18

think that's something you might want to, again, pass19

along to those that might be interested.20

One other thing I would mention is, we21

haven't heard from anyone, but if there are any -- if22

you know of any public officials from the local area23

that are interested in speaking, it would be good to24

let us know that as soon as possible.  25
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We generally try to, if we know these1

local officials that want to speak, we will generally2

move them up toward the front of the queue because3

we've found in the past that folks from the area are4

generally interested in hearing what their elected5

officials have to say about a particular facility that6

we are holding a limited appearance session for.7

So, again, if you know of anyone or have8

heard of anyone that is -- a local official that wants9

to speak, it would be good for us to let -- for them10

to let us know as soon as possible.11

We put in the Federal Register Notice of12

Hearing a protocol for filing or for submitting oral13

-- I'm sorry, for audio-recorded statements, and we're14

hoping to get those by the end of the week or15

beginning of next week, so that we can process them,16

get them transcribed, so that Board members can be17

aware of what -- what they state.18

And that had been a request from the --19

from the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  Do you have any sense if20

anyone is going to be filing an audio statement of any21

kind?22

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom23

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  As far as we24

have heard directly, the people intending to make a25
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statement are going to make it in public.  So that was1

Mr. Reid who thought there may be some prerecorded2

statements filed, but -- I'll check with him, but I3

have not heard that as of this time.4

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Well, again,5

when you speak with Mr. Reid, also pass along the word6

that if he knows of anyone that wants to do that, is7

aware of anyone, sooner rather than later is better,8

because it takes a little while to get it transcribed,9

to get it into the record.  10

We want to be able to, obviously, be aware11

of what has been -- what the audio statement -- the12

person on the audio statement is saying.  And having13

that sooner rather than later would be very -- very14

useful to the Board, so we'll have it before the15

hearing starts.16

All right.17

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Judge Bollwerk.18

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Thank you.  One other19

thing I would mention is, we will be accepting written20

limited appearance statements at any time, including21

on the day of the session.  We will actually bring22

some sheets of paper that if someone is at the session23

that prefers to simply write their comments out rather24

than getting up to speak, that is certainly acceptable25
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and we will be making those available and collecting1

those at the time as well.2

So, again, that's something you can pass3

along to folks, to the degree they might be interested4

in making a written statement rather than necessarily5

getting up and addressing the Board.6

All right.  That covers basically what I7

wanted to say about the limited appearance session. 8

Let me just see if either of the Board members has9

anything they want to say about that subject.  Judge10

Wardwell?11

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  Not from me.12

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  And Judge Hirons?13

ADMIN. JUDGE HIRONS:  No.14

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.15

Anything from either party?  I mean, the16

parties, rather.  The NRC Staff?17

MS. SIMON:  Nothing from the Staff, Your18

Honor.  This is Marcia Simon.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.20

From the Applicant?21

MR. SMITH:  Nothing from Crow Butte.22

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And then23

from the Intervenor?24

MR. BALLANCO:  Tom Ballanco for the Oglala25
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Sioux Tribe.  Nothing from us, Your Honor.1

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you2

very much.3

All right, then.  Let's move on to the4

site visit, and we had -- in the order that we had5

issued, we posed a series of questions or comments6

about the site visit, and we're currently expecting I7

guess input from the Applicant.  8

And, Mr. Smith, I will leave it up to you. 9

Do you want me to go through the questions10

individually, or would you prefer to simply kind of11

address the group and tell us what you -- what12

information you have for us?13

MR. SMITH:  Sure, Your Honor.  This is14

Tyson Smith for -- for Crow Butte.  I think it is15

probably easiest if I just sort of describe what we16

were thinking and planning.  And I think in the course17

of doing so, we'll address most, if not all, of your18

questions.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.20

MR. SMITH:  So I think what we were --21

what we were suggesting is a, you know, sort of high22

level site tour of the current main processing site,23

which happens to be located closest to Crawford and to24

Chadron.  And I think sort of at a high level we were25
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initially proposing that we meet in Chadron in the1

morning of -- Monday morning, we are thinking around2

8:30 a.m., and then we would all caravan out to the3

site together.4

There is a place as you're heading into5

the site where I thought we could pull over to the6

side of the road, we can all get out, and from that7

location you can see most of the site area, and have8

a little Q&A session there.  And then we would stop9

there.  I mean, we would go on to the main office, and10

then we would have everyone go into the main office. 11

We've got a visitor's slide presentation12

that we provide that is going to provide a little bit13

more detail about the site and a little bit more about14

the stuff that you can't see because it's underground. 15

And then we can take a tour of the main processing16

facility.17

And then on the central processing18

facility, I think what we are recommending is that we19

just walk around the outside of the central plant, and20

there's a couple of large overhead doors that can be21

pulled up, so that you can see what is going on inside22

without actually entering the facility.  And we've got23

some -- and I think the reason for that is if we go24

inside the facility, then we've all got to scan out. 25
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1

And given the potential number of2

participants, you know, it takes four to five minutes3

a person to do that.  There is a limited number of4

scanners.  We could be spending an hour or more just5

getting people in and out of the building.  6

So I guess it seemed to us it's -- there's7

not a lot that you can't see from -- from outside8

looking in, and we thought that would save a little9

time and administrative burden for everyone.10

And then I think that would sort of wrap11

up the site tour from our -- in our view, unless there12

was something else that others wanted to see.13

And then I guess last -- the last thing,14

in response to your questions, for the tour, guests15

will need closed-toed shoes, a hardhat, and safety16

glasses.  At Crow Butte, we can provide the glasses17

and the hardhats.  So really it's just participants18

would need to wear closed-toed shoes and also full19

length, you know, pants.20

And then, also, when you go into the site,21

each person will be asked to review and sign a hazard22

recognition training form and an injury damage waiver23

form, and then they're also just going to have to sign24

in and out that they have been onsite at the main25
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office.  But nothing -- no additional information1

beyond that is required in advance or -- or day of.2

So I guess with that I will send it back3

-- did that sound acceptable to everyone?  Did that4

sort of cover the areas that you all would like to5

see?  And I think that's going to give you a pretty6

good view of what an existing wellfield looks like. 7

You'll be able to see -- you know, talk to folks at8

the plant, and then you'll have -- be able to look a9

central processing facility and see what goes on there10

and ask any questions.11

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  That12

sounds good from my perspective.  Let me just check13

with Judges Wardwell and Hirons, and then I will ask14

you just a couple of questions.15

Judge Wardwell, anything you want to say16

about that?  Judge Wardwell?  I hope we didn't lose17

him.18

Let me turn to Judge Hirons.19

ADMIN. JUDGE HIRONS:  That sounds good to20

me.21

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Judge22

Wardwell?  Okay.  We may need to reconnect him,23

because he might have fallen off.  Or is he there?24

All right.  We'll continue on.  We may25
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need to reconnect Judge Wardwell.1

So in terms of the drive there, is there2

any -- in terms of the roads getting into the3

facility, any concerns that you might have about the4

type of vehicle people are using?  Is a normal car5

going to do it?  Any concerns about that?6

MR. SMITH:  No.  Good question.  A normal7

vehicle can do it.  It's a graded gravel road, so it's8

-- and it's a road that goes to the site that they9

keep in pretty good shape.  So, you know, unless there10

is some horrific weather and -- and rainstorm, the11

won't be -- there shouldn't be any problem, even in a12

low clearance car.13

So there's no -- no issue there, I don't14

believe.15

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And since16

you raised it, you may -- yeah.17

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  This is Judge18

Wardwell speaking.  I got disconnected, so I just19

signed back in again.20

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.21

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  On the speaker22

line.23

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  I think Nancy24

Shear is in the process of calling you right now, so25
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do you want to stay on the line or --1

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  I'm ignoring it.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  We'll just --3

we'll just -- all right.  We're good.4

All right.  So let me go back to you5

quickly.  Did you -- did you hear the description of6

the site visit?7

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  I heard all the8

way up to the point of we're going to open up some big9

doors rather than go in because of the time it's going10

to take, and then, yeah, then go on to the main office11

for a slideshow presentation.  And that's what I12

heard.  I missed if there were any questions or13

comments from there.14

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Let me just backtrack15

a second.  I'm sorry.16

Mr. Smith, anything else Judge Wardwell17

needs to -- should have heard?18

MR. SMITH:  No.  No, I think that covered19

it.  I think maybe you heard the question was about20

vehicles getting there, is there any special21

requirements for vehicles, do you need a four-wheel22

drive vehicle, and the short answer is no.  It's a23

graded gravel road, and that shouldn't be an issue.24

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  I think25
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the other thing you mentioned is closed-toed shoes,1

hardhats, and safety glasses that they will supply,2

and wear pants.  And there are several sign-in sheets3

that we have to submit, but nothing else in terms of4

pre-information that we can do on the site. 5

Okay.  So you mentioned about rainstorms. 6

Is there -- should we -- do we need to have some kind7

of contingency in case we have to cancel because of8

weather?  Or how would you want to handle that or9

think about that?10

MR. SMITH:  I mean, I -- I mean, my view11

-- and I defer to others at Crow Butte to please speak12

up if they think otherwise, but I think unless there13

is, I mean, really a major downpour and storm, a14

personal vehicle should have no problem getting there. 15

The only area it might affect is our16

ability to get out of the car at the first location17

and kind of stand out and look at the site.  I think18

that might be difficult to do if it's a pouring19

rainstorm, in which case I think we would just go on20

to the main office and do the Q&A there and hope that21

there is a break in the storm that we could do that22

afterwards.  23

So I think that would be our contingency24

would be just to -- to reorder some of the activities25
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to try and avoid, you know, rain if that was the case. 1

But I don't think any other contingencies are really2

necessary.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And do you4

have a suggestion about a place to meet in Chadron?5

MR. SMITH:  I mean, just based on past6

experience, it seemed that a lot of folks tended to7

stay at the -- that Best Western that is at the far8

end of town that's -- you know, the end of town9

closest to the site.  So I would recommend meeting in10

the parking lot there again, and that would be my11

suggestion for where we all start and meet at 8:30 on12

Monday morning.13

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Let's see.  How14

long in general do you think -- in terms of I guess15

leaving Chadron, doing the tour, and by the time the16

tour is over, how long do you think we are talking17

about, just --18

MR. SMITH:  Judge, yeah, good question. 19

You know, it's maybe a 15-, 20-minute drive to the20

site.  I think we were thinking that the tour would21

probably be wrapping up around noon. 22

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.23

MR. SMITH:  If people have got questions,24

certainly it can go longer than that.  I wouldn't25
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think there is -- that it would take much longer than1

that.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  And as a3

practical matter, are there any limitations you have4

on the number of people you can handle as part of the5

tour?6

MR. SMITH:  No, not as a practical matter. 7

I mean, we were anticipating, you know, at least the8

parties' counsel, maybe a representative or two from9

-- you know, from the Staff or from the -- from the10

Intervenors, and then, you know, the Judges, a law11

clerk, and maybe another administrative assistant.12

So we were kind of thinking -- we hadn't13

gotten beyond 20 people, and I don't think that --14

beyond 20 would be a problem.  But I think anything15

under 20 shouldn't be a concern at all.16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Right.  And just one17

other question.  I guess we posed a question about18

taking photos during the tour.  Personally, I don't19

intend to take any, but I don't know if that's a20

problem.  So --21

MR. SMITH:  Yeah.  And thank you.  As I22

was looking -- I see I didn't answer that.  I think23

the answer is we'd prefer you not to take photos of24

equipment and materials at the site.  But, of course,25
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you know, if you want to take a view from like a1

public road, obviously, we don't have any, you know,2

ability to stop you from doing that.  3

We would just ask that you please respect4

the -- when you're at the site itself and looking into5

various -- inside the central processing facility, and6

inside our buildings, that you not take any photos.7

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.8

All right.  Let me go around to the Staff9

and the Intervenor then and see if they have any10

comments or questions about what we heard.  So let me11

start with the Staff first.  12

MS. SIMON:  This is Marcia Simon for the13

Staff.  We don't have anything to add or any14

questions.  Thank you.15

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And I take16

it the Staff will be attending?17

MS. SIMON:  Yes, Your Honor.  We plan to18

have I think probably two staff counsel and one or two19

staff members.20

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Right.  And I should21

mention from -- from the Board, we'll probably have22

the two Judges and then probably two law clerks.  We23

are going to take two law clerks rather than an24

administrative person with us.  So, but that's five25
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for us.1

And then, so do the Intervenors have any2

comments, questions, concerns?3

MR. BALLANCO:  Oh.  Thank you, Your Honor. 4

Tom Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  We don't5

have any questions or concerns at this time.  I know6

Mr. Frankel and myself plan on attending, and7

potentially one or two experts, as well as potentially8

a representative of the Tribe.  But I expect we all9

can fit in one carload.10

MR. FRANKEL:  All right.  David Frankel11

here.  Tom, can I follow that, please, for the Oglala12

Sioux Tribe?  I had a couple of questions, and I think13

we're going to have a few more people than you -- you14

were just mentioning.15

As far as number of people, at a minimum,16

we'll have two counsels and two experts.  We expect17

Dr. McGary and Mr. Wireman to be joining us for the18

site visit.  So that's four.  And then if -- if a19

member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe tribal government20

wants to join us, we will invite one or two of those21

people if they're onsite.  22

So we want to have the ability to bring23

between five and seven people total for Oglala Sioux24

Tribe.  And please let us know if that will be a25
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problem.1

Secondly, I'd like to confirm that the2

site that Mr. Smith was describing, we are actually3

going to view the MEA, not just the central -- at the4

site, you know, of the original licensed area.  So I5

would like some confirmation that this is a site visit6

to the Marsland Expansion Area that is under7

consideration in this proceeding.8

And then, number three, I think Mr. Tyson9

-- Mr. Smith unreasonably limited the taking of photos10

to, say, from a public road, and yet I believe there11

should be no problem in taking photos from private12

property that are not of the inside of the central13

processing plant.  14

It would not expose any equipment to15

photos, and the like, but our experts should not feel16

restricted in taking landscape photos to their heart's17

content, even if they are standing on private18

property.  19

So those are my three comments that I20

would like addressed.  Thank you.21

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Let me start with one,22

and then I'll turn to Mr. Smith, or maybe others.  In23

terms of the site visit -- and I can't -- Mr. Smith,24

you mentioned the pull-off where we'd have a view25
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would basically be of the -- of the central processing1

plant and the facilities around that.  Is that2

correct?3

MR. SMITH:  That is correct.4

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  So the5

Board had indicated a while back actually, when the6

subject first came up, that given the -- given the --7

that basically the MEA was an open land area, that it8

was on private property, it would require some9

additional work to get onto it, and we were simply10

interested in seeing the central processing facility.11

So, at this point, the Board is not12

anticipating that we will be going on the MEA site. 13

Now, obviously, the MEA site I believe is -- and14

Mr. Smith can correct me if I'm wrong -- is on -- near15

a public road.  And, obviously, anybody that wants to16

can go and look at it.17

But the Board is not anticipating this18

site visit is going to include going onto the MEA19

site.  Is that correct, Mr. Smith?20

MR. SMITH:  That is correct.  We were not21

anticipating going to the MEA site.  It is private22

property that is not owned or controlled by -- in23

terms of access by Cameco Resources.  And so we'd have24

to get landowner approval to go there.  25
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You know, I can't honestly speak to1

whether the site itself is visible or whether it's2

accessible by public roads.  But I do know that we --3

we did not have the ability just to -- to get onsite4

and access the site without getting approval from the5

landowners.  6

And it's, you know, currently -- the7

access road is much more limited in terms of ability8

to get vehicles there and it would require four-wheel9

drive and potential for mud and hunting season,10

conflicts with hunting season.  So there's a host of11

reasons that -- 12

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel for the Oglala13

Sioux Tribe.  I wasn't suggesting that we necessarily14

have to go drive through the mud on the expansion15

area.  But if there -- and I understand there are16

public roads that -- from which at least part of the17

expansion area is viewable, and I'm just wondering if18

there is an intention to just not even try to actually19

see with our eyes the landscape involved with the20

Marsland Expansion Area.21

And if that's not the purpose of the site22

visit, then so be it.  But I want to go on record with23

that comment.24

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Well, again, I25
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think the Board had already indicated that that wasn't1

our intent. 2

Judge Wardwell, anything you want to say3

in that regard?4

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  No.  I don't have5

anything.  But I -- except to reinforce what you said,6

Judge Bollwerk, that we talked about this, oh, you7

know, probably six, nine months ago, and decided that8

-- whether we were going to even ask for a site visit9

that -- that getting to the Marsland site really10

wasn't practical and what we'd see is some land.  11

And generally you can get a feeling for12

what that land looks like from topographic maps that13

are -- that have been submitted, et cetera.  And so we14

did decided that we'd see similar things up on the15

current facility in regards to the processing plant,16

and just the wellfields, what they look like.  We will17

be driving by those, I assume, and see some header18

pipes and that kind of thing.  19

So you'll see how land is developed, which20

-- which I -- I thought was the most important, and so21

still encouraged a site visit, but recognizing that we22

wouldn't be going to the MEA site.23

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Judge24

Hirons, anything you have to say in that regard?25
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ADMIN. JUDGE HIRONS:  Yes.  I agree with1

that.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  So, Mr.3

Smith, I think there were a couple of other items that4

Mr. Frankel had raised.  Let me -- if you can remember5

what they are now that I've interrupted you.  But I'll6

turn to you on that -- in that regard.7

MR. SMITH:  Sure.  I'm -- one of them was8

with regard to the photos.  And I think what I said9

was that we would -- that, of course, we can't10

prohibit anyone from taking pictures, photos from11

public land of that property, and of course that is12

acceptable.  13

But we did want to say at -- on the actual14

site, cannot take pictures or photos of equipment and15

materials, and we ask that you not do that.  I mean,16

if it's -- if someone insists that they want to take17

a picture of landscape, I mean, I guess that's okay. 18

But I think what we were saying is you're guests of19

Cameco Resources, on their property.  They generally20

do not allow parties to take photos of their property,21

and we'd ask that you respect that request.22

So that's -- that's really the -- all I23

have to say on that point.24

And then there was one other one that I am25
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not -- I did not --1

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel here for2

Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I'll refresh your recollection. 3

We're going to bring five to seven people, okay?  So4

please accommodate that.  And then we're going to feel5

free, based on what you said, to take as many6

landscape pictures as we want during the tour, no7

matter where our feet are standing, as long as we8

don't take pictures of the inside of the CTP.9

So if you have any problem with that, I10

think we should address it further.  Mr. Smith,11

anything you want to say --12

MR. SMITH:  I mean, I think what I said13

was we would ask that you not take -- not take14

pictures of any equipment, buildings, facilities, or15

anything like that.  So that -- that is what we've16

asked.  And I think if you want to come onto the site,17

there are site rules that say no pictures, and we'd18

ask that you respect that.19

Now, we're not -- we're not going to make20

a big deal about it if you want to take one or two21

pictures.  But to say --22

MR. FRANKEL:  No.  David Frankel here for23

the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I'm sorry, Mr. Smith, but24

that is totally unacceptable.  We are going to be25
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there on the tour.  We're going to take as many photos1

as we want, respecting the privacy of the inside of2

the CPT.  3

And if you need to issue a special rule4

waiver for that, then I encourage you to do that,5

because we're here at your invitation, we're not going6

to instruct our experts to not take landscape photos7

or to check whether they're on the road or on the8

shoulder of the road or on the private property.9

So please withdraw that request.10

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Mr. Smith, anything11

further you want to say?12

MR. SMITH:  I think I've indicated what13

the rules of the facility are.  And if you want to14

have access to the facility, we ask that you follow15

the rules of the facility.  I think this is a very16

simple and straightforward request.  I don't17

understand why this needs to be a point of contention.18

Your Honor, you know, you all -- you all19

wanted to have this site visit.  We did not --20

MR. FRANKEL:  Sorry.  David Frankel here21

from the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  Mr. Smith, not22

acceptable.  I guess we're going to have to make a23

motion for a ruling allowing our experts to take these24

photos because you're refusing to provide the25
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accommodation we are requesting.  It is totally1

reasonable.  I, once again, ask you to withdraw your2

position.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Mr. Frankel, you can4

obviously file whatever you need to.  You need to do5

it promptly.  And one thing the Board can look at is6

whether we want to do the site visit.  I hate to7

cancel it over something like this, but, you know --8

you know, I think it's important, certainly, for the9

Board members to be able to see the facility.  10

That's what we thought of this as, not11

necessarily, you know, directly related to the MEA,12

obviously, which is a landscape that is something13

we're not necessarily going to see.  But you can file14

whatever motion you would like to, and we'll take it15

from there.  But you need to do it promptly.16

All right.  In terms of -- anything17

further the Staff wants to say in this regard?18

MS. SIMON:  Your Honor, this is Marcia19

Simon from the Staff.  We don't have anything further. 20

Thank you.21

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you.22

Okay.  Anything further from you, Mr.23

Smith, in terms of the site visit?24

MR. SMITH:  No, Your Honor, other than, I25
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mean, I would like clarity on this issue of1

photography.  If this is going to be an issue, I'd2

like to know sooner than later.  3

Again, I don't think it's something that4

warrants a lengthy discussion or motions.  I think it5

would be fine for Your Honor to say we're attending at6

the request of Crow Butte, we're their guests, they7

have rules for the facility, and we expect everyone to8

follow those rules.  It seems like a pretty9

straightforward request.10

So I would prefer to resolve that here, so11

that we know what we're -- what we're going into over12

these next few weeks rather than having to go through13

a round of briefing back and forth.  It seems like14

this is something that Your Honors could -- could just15

address directly.16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Well, at this point,17

I -- I can't do that because Judge Wardwell is not a18

separate line.  So we need -- we would meet in the19

middle and talk about it offline, and we're not20

prepared to do that at this point.21

Let me ask one question.  So, Mr. Frankel,22

if you are going to file a motion, how quickly are23

going to do it?24

MR. FRANKEL:  I can do that within two25
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business days after we get the transcript of this1

conference call.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Well, the transcript3

is a three-day transcript, so that probably means4

you're not going to be filing until the middle of next5

week.  6

All right.  The Board will talk about it.7

And if there's anything we need to file in the8

interim, we'll do that.  We'll submit any -- any9

information that the parties need to know.10

All right.  Let's move on, then, to the11

evidentiary hearing.  The --12

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  This is Judge --13

excuse me.  This is Judge Wardwell.  Do you want to14

get me back on the other line and so we can do that or15

--16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  No.  No.  Let's just17

go ahead and we'll deal with it offline.18

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  Okay.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right?  In terms20

of the evidentiary hearing, and that's the last major21

subject I have here, I just wanted to check and see if22

there is any -- any question about witness23

availability, any kind of an update that we need to 24

based on the order that we issued several days ago,25
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which kind of laid out the Board's view of how the --1

how the hearing would proceed.2

So I think the witness availability issue3

was an Intervenor matter.  So let me -- we'll go to4

Mr. Frankel or Mr. Ballanco and see if you have5

anything to say.6

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom7

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  The availability8

as spelled out in the order is correct.  I believe9

that's the October 3rd order.  We do appreciate the10

Board making accommodations for the limited11

availability of our experts.12

And you do have it correct.  Mr. Wireman13

is available on the 30th and 31st.  Dr. Kreamer is14

available on the 30th and via videoconference on the15

1st.16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me17

just follow up on that.  I think it's important that18

we establish connectivity with Dr. Kreamer before the19

-- before November 1st, and we suggested the20

possibility of a phone call on the afternoon of that21

Monday, the 29th.  I believe I have the right date.22

Is that something he can do, or is that a23

problem with him and his travel plans?24

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom25
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Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  That may1

actually prove to be a problem with his teaching2

plans, Your Honor.  He has a class all day on Monday3

and then leaves immediately after class to get on a4

flight to fly to Chadron.5

I don't know if it's possible to do that6

the week before, or whether that has to be arranged7

from the hearing site itself.8

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Well, the issue is, we9

want to have the hearing site set up and be able to10

make sure we can connect with him within the hearing11

site.  We can certainly connect with him from NRC12

headquarters.  That's not a problem.  13

And, in fact, I know talking with Joe14

Deucher, D-E-U-C-H-E-R, who did do some of this with15

Dr. Kreamer before, he has no doubt that he can -- we16

can connect with him, if all of the connections are17

appropriate and working the way they are.  The18

question would be, can we do it from the facility in19

Crawford?  20

What time -- do you know what time his21

class starts on Monday?22

MR. BALLANCO:  He told us, Your Honor, it23

starts at 11:00 Mountain and proceeds until 5:0024

Mountain.25
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CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  Is there a1

possibility he could connect before his class, or can2

we attempt to connect before his class?3

MR. FRANKEL:  David -- David Frankel here4

for Oglala Sioux Tribe just to add on to Mr.5

Ballanco's comments.  You know, Dr. Kreamer has an6

office.  If you can allow us some time to coordinate7

and find out what Dr. Kreamer's resources are, if the8

purpose is only to establish connectivity, I'm not9

sure that we actually need Dr. Kreamer to be on the10

other end of the receiver.  And perhaps we can work11

this out while he is teaching with the help of his12

office staff.  13

We'd be happy to coordinate this offline,14

Judge.  And if you'd like us to do that, not a15

problem.16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let's do17

it that way, then,   Again, I think it's important18

that sometime on Monday, to the degree it's possible,19

that we establish that connection between Crawford and20

between Dr. Kreamer.21

And our original plan had been Mr. Deucher22

was going to be setting up on Monday and would be23

available in the afternoon.  We can try to move that24

up, if the morning works better, if that's the only25
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time that we can do the connectivity.  1

So if you could find out -- again, and it2

would be important if we could to simulate as much as3

possible the actual machine that Dr. Kreamer is going4

to be using for the location he's at, just to make5

sure that nothing changes because we changed the6

machine, we changed some other connection.7

So however that works out would be fine,8

and I can -- I can -- we can give you separately Mr.9

Deucher's contact information, if you don't have it10

already, and you all can work with him to find out11

what works the best.  Is that acceptable?12

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom13

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I know Mr.14

Deucher is able to work some miracles with15

connectivity.  So if we can be in direct touch, we'll16

put him in touch with Dr. Kreamer and his staff, and17

I think we'll be able to work something out, at least18

a test of the equipment on Monday.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Very good. 20

Then I will mention it to Joe Deucher, and between the21

two of -- between he and you all, please make22

arrangements to get together and conduct whatever23

tests at an appropriated time that meets everybody's24

needs.  That would be -- that would be fine.  We25
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appreciate that.1

And, again, the one thing I would mention2

is, obviously, we think we can do this.  We have some3

confidence.  But if we have any problems on -- on4

Thursday making this connection, the Board intends to5

press on with whoever is there, whoever we can connect6

with.  7

So that's the one caveat you need to8

understand is because we have connectivity problems9

doesn't necessarily mean that the proceeding is going10

to stop or be reconvened at some point.11

All right.  We -- as I mentioned before,12

we're going to revise the starting time for the13

hearing's first day to 8:00 a.m.  And the Federal14

Register notice, as I mentioned before, is going to15

indicate that the Board will be looking at scheduling16

the other two days, depending on how the proceeding is17

going.  But in the Federal Register Notice it will18

indicate that we intend to -- if we are going to have19

a starting time other than 8:00 a.m. on the other two20

days that we will have a phone number that you can21

dial into by 6:00 a.m. on the day of the hearing and22

we'll have the starting time.23

Obviously, we will be announcing that24

starting time in the hearing the day before.  But this25
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would be for someone that wants to -- isn't at the1

hearing and needs to come in remotely and find out2

what's going on.  We'll have a recording on that3

number that folks can call and find out the time, if4

it's other than 8:00 a.m.5

That will be -- that will be set forth or6

outlined in the Federal Register Notice that we are7

going to be issuing.8

I wanted to mention one thing about the9

exhibit marking process for the case, and you all are10

now part of an experiment.  I shouldn't say an11

experiment.  Actually, you are part of a new process12

that we are implementing here for processing exhibits. 13

And you saw the first part of that which was to have14

you all use coversheets for the exhibit number and the15

exhibit description or title, rather than having you16

mark on the document as in the past the exhibit17

number.18

And let me just explain briefly.  Under19

the prior procedure, which you have all been part of,20

when the pre-filed testimony and the pre-filed21

exhibits came in, those were -- they had a number that22

you all would put on them based on direction, on23

advice from the Board, and then that -- that document24

would actually be given an ADAMS accession number,25
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become part of the ADAMS system.1

Then when we actually identify and admit2

exhibits at the hearing, there would be a stamp put on3

that -- that exhibit, and it would be given another4

ADAMS accession number and become a separate document5

in ADAMS.  So there were basically two documents in6

ADAMS for each pre-filed -- for the pre-filed exhibit7

or testimony, and then another one for the actual8

evidentiary material.9

Because we discovered that there are10

manpower and other issues with that, we are changing11

the -- in the process of changing the process, in the12

course of changing the process.  We are going to be13

using a coversheet now, which you have already used,14

and eventually, although not for this hearing, we will15

-- at the back end of the process, rather than16

restamping the document and -- with a stamp and giving17

it another ML or another accession number in ADAMS,18

what we will be doing is simply changing the metadata19

for the originally filed pre-filed document and that20

will be reflected in the metadata.21

But, unfortunately, that -- we need to22

make some changes to the metadata that is currently in23

ADAMS.  We need to put a new field in there, or change24

the name of the field, I should say.  That is not25
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going to happen until probably the end of the calendar1

year.  2

So we're going to be using a hybrid3

process here where as we will have -- you already have4

the coversheets on.  You have already done that.  We5

will then be taking those documents and stamping them6

and putting them back into ADAMS again with a separate7

accession number.8

So that's kind of the process and why we9

are having to use the coversheets.  That's a long10

explanation as to why the coversheets were there, and,11

unfortunately, to the degree that it benefits just12

simply having the document retain the same ML number,13

the same ADAMS accession number, and having simply the14

metadata updated rather than having to stamp, you15

won't have the benefits of that, or if you'd prefer to16

see a stamp, you're going to see that stamp.  But this17

will probably be the last evidentiary hearing where18

that will be the -- will be the case.  19

So that's where -- I wanted to give you an20

explanation of why we're using the coversheets and21

where we're going in the future.22

Let me see if there is any questions about23

that.  Staff, first?24

MS. SIMON:  Your Honor, this is Marcia25
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Simon.  No questions about that.1

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  The2

Applicant?3

MR. SMITH:  No, Your Honor.  No questions. 4

This is Tyson Smith.5

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And the6

Intervenor?7

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom8

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  No questions.9

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And,10

again, that's a little confusing.  I apologize, but11

we're in sort of the middle of things here.  I don't12

think it really -- it has a great impact on anything13

you do other than the fact you've already -- already14

attached the coversheets, so your -- your part of the15

process is over, and you really don't have to worry16

about it anymore.17

All right.  I just want to mention18

briefly, in terms of the process for swearing in19

witnesses and identification and admission of exhibits20

at the hearing, my preference is to do that briefly at21

the beginning of the hearing.22

The way that we will handle it is we will23

basically swear in the witnesses for one of the24

parties, and then identify and admit the exhibits for25
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each one -- for that party.  We will provide you1

before the hearing with a list of all of the exhibits2

as we understand them to be going forward in terms of3

identification and admission.4

The fact that -- it will also be our5

understanding, while we'll -- I'll ask for any6

objections, but there probably won't -- there7

shouldn't be any because in theory, if there were,8

that should have been taken care of with in limine9

motions to begin with.10

So, and we'll simply move from the11

witnesses for each of the parties.  I'm hoping we can12

do this in 10 or 15 minutes and move on.  13

And, again, it's more of a question of14

getting the exhibits identified on the record briefly15

and also making sure that you all are okay with the16

exhibit list, which we can -- we can deal with it in17

time.18

We will probably do all of that starting19

after the -- I know there was a desire to make some20

limited introductory statements by each of the21

counsel, and so we'll probably do that and then turn22

right to swearing in the witnesses and getting the23

exhibits into the hearing.24

Any questions about that from the Staff?25
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MS. SIMON:  Your Honor, Marcia Simon for1

the Staff.  No questions.2

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And the3

Applicant?4

MR. SMITH:  This is Tyson Smith for the5

Applicant.  No questions, Your Honor.6

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And the7

Intervenor?8

MR. BALLANCO:  This is Tom Ballanco for9

the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  No questions, Your Honor.10

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And,11

again, my hope is to be efficient about that and get12

it done very promptly.  It shouldn't take a lot of13

time.14

In terms of the proposed Board questions15

at the hearing, as well as the ones that you sent us,16

we did receive the questions from all the parties.  We17

appreciate you submitting those to us, and we have18

been looking at them.  19

In terms of at the hearing, the basic20

process will be we basically have broken the hearing21

down by the concerns, and we are -- we are going to be22

swearing in all of the witnesses relative to each one23

of the concerns, obviously, having questions in a24

potential round robin sort of process.25
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But when we -- the Board is basically1

finished with its questions regarding that concern, we2

will then turn to the parties and you will have a3

limited amount of time, probably 15, 20 minutes, to4

provide us with any proposed questions you might have5

based on the questions you've heard the Board ask.6

Obviously, we need to have some kind of7

process in place to provide us with something that is8

legible, whether they are handwritten or typed in some9

way.  If you have that ability is really up to you.  10

Unfortunately, I -- I have to apologize. 11

The Crawford infrastructure there is not too good in12

terms of separate rooms for you all to -- to meet. 13

You've been there before.  You know what it's like. 14

But I -- I think you dealt with it during Judge15

Dixon's hearing, so I'm hoping that you've got sort of16

a sense of how you want to do that.17

We will allow you that opportunity.  We're18

going to take a brief break and look at the questions19

and decide which ones we want to -- we want to ask and20

then move on from there.  And, again, the process21

would be basically when we -- we finish with a22

concern, we'll be looking to you for any questions you23

have, and then we'll move on from there.24

Let me see if there's any questions about25
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that from Staff.1

MS. SIMON:  Marcia Simon for the Staff. 2

No questions.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  The4

Applicant?5

MR. SMITH:  Tyson Smith for Crow Butte. 6

No questions.7

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  And the Intervenor.8

MR. BALLANCO:  Tom Ballanco for the Oglala9

Sioux Tribe.  No questions, Your Honor.10

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Thank you11

very much. 12

Last point that I have is we will be13

providing shortly after the hearing is over a final14

exhibit list, which would reflect what we believe to15

be the status of all of the exhibits.  Obviously, we16

will give that to you.  They will be subject to any17

changes you have or questions about it.  Hopefully,18

that will be fairly straightforward.19

At approximately the same time we will20

hopefully be getting the transcript to you.  I think21

the plan is to ask for three-day transcripts.  So22

given this hearing ends on a -- the hearing will end23

on a Thursday, probably by the next Monday or Tuesday24

you all would have the transcripts.25
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We will be looking for transcript1

corrections within a week to 10 days after that, a2

fairly short period of time.  Hopefully, the3

transcript corrections can be joint.  That's something4

that you all can agree on.  And I would urge you5

strongly, do not try to go in and edit the transcript6

to make what you say or anybody else says sound7

better.  It's simply to correct substantive errors8

that may be in the transcript.9

And the Board is going to do the same10

thing.  I'm not going to be -- if I misspoke --11

misspeak or say something, you know, if I misspeak, if12

it doesn't -- if I messed -- I'm not going to try to13

correct it just to make it sound better, unless there14

is some substantive problem with the way it was15

transcribed in terms of misstatement on --16

misunderstanding on the Court Reporter's part on my --17

my not speaking clearly enough.18

So please make it substantive.  Do not try19

to edit it for style.  And hopefully, again, we can --20

it can be a joint transcript corrections.  If you21

can't agree on something, obviously you can present it22

to the Board and we'll have to resolve it ourselves. 23

But hopefully the vast majority, if not all of the24

transcript corrections, can be agreed to by the25
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parties.1

I know it's important to establish that2

baseline for the transcript, so that you all can have3

a series of transcript citations for your proposed4

findings of fact and conclusions of law that everyone5

can rely on and know what -- what the transcript6

citations are all about.7

And what the Board will do, obviously,8

after we get all of those is to issue an order that9

adopts the final exhibit list as well as the10

transcript corrections and that makes them part of the11

record.12

All right.  Let me see if there is any13

questions about that.  From the Staff?14

MS. SIMON:  Marcia Simon for the Staff. 15

No questions, Your Honor.16

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  For the17

Applicant?18

MR. SMITH:  Tyson Smith for Crow Butte. 19

No questions.20

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Okay.  And the21

Intervenor?22

MR. BALLANCO:  Tom Ballanco for the Oglala23

Sioux Tribe.  No questions, Your Honor.24

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me25
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stop at this point and see if Judge Wardwell or Judge1

Hirons have anything they want to ask, and then I'm2

going to turn to the parties and see if there is3

anything you want to raise with the Board that we4

haven't talked about. 5

Judge Hirons, Judge Wardwell, anything you6

want to say about what -- what we've done over?7

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  I have nothing.8

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And Judge9

Hirons?10

ADMIN. JUDGE HIRONS:  That sounds good to11

me.12

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me13

then turn to the parties and see if there is anything14

that I haven't covered that you have a question about,15

a concern, anything you want to talk with the Board16

about.  Let me start with the Staff.17

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This18

is Marcia Simon.  I have three quick things.  The19

first one -- and this is a request that we made in the20

license renewal proceeding as well.  We have a staff21

witness who would like to ask the Board to consider a22

request for a couple of accommodations due to health23

issues.24

The first one is that this witness may25
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need to step away from the witness table periodically1

for short breaks due to a health issue.  And so we'd2

like the Board to consider how that might be3

accommodated.  4

I realize that especially on the first day5

of the hearing it is going to be tight for time, but6

the idea would be perhaps as long as he is not being7

questioned, if he needs to step away quickly and, you8

know, there is not otherwise an opportunity for a9

break, that maybe that could be accommodated.10

And then the second request is, depending11

on the lighting conditions in the room, which I can't12

remember from three years ago, he may need to wear13

like a baseball cap, something with a brim, to avoid14

excessive glare.  15

So that's the first thing.  We just wanted16

to ask the Board to consider that request and try to17

accommodate the best you can.18

The second item --19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.20

MS. SIMON:  Oh, sorry.  The second item is21

I was wondering, you had mentioned, you know, the22

layout in the license renewal hearing.  Has the Board23

decided if you are going to use a similar layout as24

the one that was used in the license renewal?  Or have25
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you -- have you not decided that yet?1

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  The answer to that is,2

yes, with one change, which is I believe in the3

license renewal proceeding there was a screen that4

displayed the documents as they were being discussed. 5

I have asked that we set up this time a -- have a6

display screen which will show the witnesses.7

So we're going to have a video camera8

there so that the folks in the audience will be able9

to see the witnesses as they are testifying.  10

The one minor concern I had about the way11

it was set up for -- with the license renewal12

proceeding was that the witnesses' backs were to the13

audience.  And while they were addressing the Board,14

and it made it easier to have a conversation that way,15

to have -- to get their testimony, it sort of left the16

-- perhaps some members of the public that were out in17

the audience, as well as to some degree the counsel,18

sort of a little bit in the dark to the degree they19

couldn't see what was necessarily going on in front of20

them.21

I am hoping, again, we will have video22

displayed, folks will be able to see the witnesses23

testifying within the room rather than simply having24

their backs to the -- to the audience and counsel.25
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And, again, I -- I think the plan is to1

have the witnesses in front and then counsel behind2

them.  3

But anything with -- Staff, with that4

explanation, is there anything you want to say?5

MS. SIMON:  Thank you, Your Honor, for6

explaining that.  I think -- I think I -- let me just7

ask one clarifying question.  So will there be also a8

screen to allow the Board to put exhibits up as9

necessary?10

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Yes.11

MS. SIMON:  And both the -- all parties12

and the audience can see that, and then there would be13

a separate screen just for the people sitting behind14

to be able to see the witnesses?15

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Whether that screen or16

screens would be one and the same I'd have to check17

with Joe Deucher.  But I -- there is certainly going18

to be an opportunity to see whatever we're talking19

about and to see the witnesses as well.  So --20

MS. SIMON:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you. 21

With that, I -- my question is answered.  Thank you.22

And then the final thing I wanted to ask23

is, we have a mandatory disclosure due on the 1st,24

which we will all be at the hearing, and I just wanted25
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to suggest and maybe see if anyone would object to1

filing those early, maybe on Friday, the 26th, and2

that way it's one -- one less thing to have to worry3

about during the hearing.4

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  I don't think the5

Board would have any objection to that.  Is there any6

-- any comment from either the Applicant or the7

Intervenor?  The Applicant first.8

MR. SMITH:  Yeah.  This is Tyson Smith for9

Crow Butte.  I think that's a good suggestion, Ms.10

Simon, and we have no objection to doing that.  That11

would -- it would be good to get that item off of our12

plate before the hearing week.13

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right. 14

Intervenor, have any comments?15

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom16

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I agree.  I17

think it's a good idea to file it in advance, and we18

have no objection to that.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Then why20

don't we go ahead then and have that -- that update21

done on the 26th, Friday, the 26th.  And I will -- to22

the degree we need to issue anything in the near23

future, I will incorporate that date into it, so it's24

clear on the record.  All right?25
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MS. SIMON:  Okay.  Thank you, Judge1

Bollwerk.  This is Marcia Simon, and that's all I have2

for the Staff.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  And to the4

degree that I need some clarification about documents5

versus witnesses, I will try to make that clear in the6

next -- the next order we issue or the next memorandum7

we issue as well.8

All right.  Let me turn then to the9

Applicant.  Anything that, Mr. Smith, you want to10

raise?11

MR. SMITH:  No, Your Honor.  This is Crow12

Butte for Tyson -- Tyson Smith for Crow Butte.  We13

have no additional questions or comments for the14

Board.  Thank you.15

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Let me16

turn then to the Intervenors.  Any questions or17

comments or concerns you have?18

MR. BALLANCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Tom19

Ballanco for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  We do not have20

any additional concerns that I'm aware of.  Mr.21

Frankel may have some, but otherwise we have none.22

MR. FRANKEL:  David Frankel for Oglala23

Sioux Tribe.  Nothing further.  Thank you.24

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  The one25
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thing that occurred to me -- let me go back to Mr.1

Smith a second.  You had mentioned about the photos,2

that there is a policy apparently at Crow Butte has. 3

Is that written down, or is it sort of an4

understanding you have with folks that visit the site? 5

About photos.6

MR. SMITH:  This is Tyson Smith for Crow7

Butte.  I don't know the details of whether that's a8

written policy or a general policy.  As I mentioned,9

frankly, we generally just request that people not do10

that and it's not a problem.  11

So I'll have -- that's something I'll have12

to dig into more carefully.  I had assumed that it13

would be sufficient to simply state our preference and14

ask that people respect that, but I guess I'll have to15

dig into that further if there is going to be a motion16

and -- and some disagreement over that.17

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  When would18

-- would you like to provide that to the Board, or do19

you want to wait and see the motion first?  Assuming20

there is one.21

MR. SMITH:  I would prefer to wait and see22

the motion, assuming there is one, Your Honor.  I 23

mean, again, I think all of this is unnecessary and24

shouldn't -- shouldn't be difficult for participants25
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of the site visit; that Crow Butte is voluntarily1

hosting, it shouldn't be difficult for them to follow2

the requests of -- of the site host.3

So that is something that we'll -- we'll4

look into, but we will respond in due course to any5

motion in that regard.6

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Anything7

the Intervenors want to say in that regard?8

MR. BALLANCO:  This is Tom Ballanco for9

the Oglala Sioux Tribe.  I'll defer to Mr. Frankel on10

that.11

MR. FRANKEL:  I think we've discussed it12

sufficiently.  I understand they have an unwritten13

policy and have made a request.  I have asked them to14

modify that.  I don't see anything unreasonable about15

our request.  So I think they could be a little bit16

more flexible and not so rigid.  And we're all taking17

the time to go out there, and I honestly don't think18

it's a big deal.  But it's sufficient -- enough of a19

big deal that I object to the restriction that has20

been imposed.  We'd love to see that written policy.21

And I'll go ahead and make the motion22

after I receive the transcript, so I can accurately23

cite it, because I think Mr. Smith is unduly24

restricting people's ability.  And the one thing we25
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agreed on is it shouldn't be a big deal.  They should1

just be more flexible and it wouldn't be any kind of2

deal.3

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Mr. Smith,4

anything further you want to say?5

MR. SMITH:  This is Tyson Smith for Crow6

Butte.  I don't have anything else to say.7

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  I do want8

to express on behalf of the Board our -- our thanks to9

Crow Butte for setting up the site visit.  I know it's10

going to take some additional work on your part. 11

We're interrupting one of your business days, and we12

understand that that, obviously, is something that13

takes a lot of planning and effort on your part.14

So on behalf of the Board, I do want to15

express our thanks that you are willing to -- to host16

a site visit.17

MR. SMITH:  Thank you, Your Honor.  I will18

-- I will relay that to Crow Butte.19

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  Thank you.  I20

appreciate that.21

All right.  Let me just check with Judge22

Hirons.  Anything further from you, Judge Hirons?23

ADMIN. JUDGE HIRONS:  No.  No, I don't24

have anything else.25
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CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  Judge1

Wardwell?2

ADMIN. JUDGE WARDWELL:  I have nothing3

else.4

CHAIRMAN BOLLWERK:  All right.  At this5

point, if there is nothing else from any of the6

parties, we will move on toward the evidentiary7

hearing.  If something comes up in the interim that8

you believe we need to have a conference, please let9

us know.  We are still several weeks out and could10

certainly get together again if you're available.11

But at this point, I think the next time12

we will see you all or will be talking with all of you13

is the -- on the limited appearance session on the14

28th of October.15

Again, thank you -- thank you all for16

making yourselves available today.  17

And at this point, our conference is18

adjourned.19

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went20

off the record at 1:02 p.m.)21

22

23

24

25
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